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UNIT -1 GLIMPSES OF GREEN
THE SNAKE AND THE MIRROR

                                                             scan QR code for the class

Hai...  children....... I’m sure you have written the letter. 
Still, let’s have an example of it. 
Go through the letter.       CLICK HERE

A quick recap of the last class.

Choose  the correct  option :-                                                            
1. The speaker  is a ------------.                       2. He stayed in a -------house

    a. big          b. rented
a.Homeopath  b.Naturopath

3. His only possessions were a few dresses,                                            
 a black coat, a book and ------ rupees         4. The doctor  is very ---------.

a. humourous  b. serious 
a. sixty            b. thirty
  

5.The doctor  and his friends were discussing  ------- .
 a. rats           b. snakes

6. The doctor  shared his house with ------------.
  a. snakes       b. rats

  Now.... right into our today’s class. Read the passages along with the audio 
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https://youtu.be/Q5vOy7MdkRQ
https://youtu.be/_hgmf1It_w8
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KUXbxSRdTwCzBcfsKE66J8miuClr8Dkh/view?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/Q5vOy7MdkRQ
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Now answer these questions:-

1.How does the doctor describe himself?

2.What was the important decision?

3.What happens when one sits near a mirror?

4.Which line tells you that the doctor had made efforts to look beautiful?

audio 

5.Find out the earthshaking decision  the doctor had taken?

6.Find out an expression that repeats to emphasize that he is so proud of himself?

7.”Then another lovely thought struck me”. What was it?

8. Pick out an instance of homeopath’s sense of humour?
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https://youtu.be/X_K587jW8FI
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  audio

10. “........Surely nothing to worry about”. Why was the doctor not worried about the dull thud 
sound?

11. What happened when  the doctor turned around?

Activity 1
My word world

 find out the words from the hints:-
1.

2. Yummy........!!!! this burger is sooo  _____________!!!!!!.
   I can’t wait  anymore.....
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https://youtu.be/Scykmncwlu4
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Watch the videos and find out the next two words :-
video :1           video :2  

Fill inthe blanks:-  (tempting,  resumed,  moustache,  simultaneously)
 
A man with a long .............................. arrived at my home with ........................... icecreams to sell . He  
showed delicious ,colourful icecreams and described  its variety ________________. When I
looked  at my mother, she came to have a look and signalled not to buy  and 
_______________ her chair to  continue her stiching’

Write down the new words in your notebook.

Activity no : 2 -   AUDIO  

Listen  carefully to the above audio – a conversation  between the doctor and a friend. Then 

complete the conversation given below :-   

 Friend :- Doctor... Why are you staying in a ...............................?

 Doctor :- I have just .................................................................... . So there is no other go.
 
 Friend :- What is in your suitcase?

 Doctor :- .............................................. and a book, I always refer.

 Friend  :- This house is ....................................................... . Then Why do you stay here?

 Doctor  :- My dear friend., here the ...........................................................................  for me.

 Friend  :-Are you planning to get married?

 Doctor  :-Oh... yesss !! I will marry a  lady doctor, who is fat and ...................................................... .

 friend  :- A fat lady !!! why???

 doctor  :- In case  I .................................................................... and run away, she should not catch me.
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https://youtu.be/vtYP8cBsBRY
https://youtu.be/ZLnGDbpYoEk
https://youtu.be/e2KTxa474TI
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Activity :- 3

Left alone in his room, doctor was immersed in his own feelings and thoughts. 
What were his thoughts while seeing  his image  in the mirror.. 
 Come... let’s recollect his thoughts
      

1.                                                            2.

           

3.                                                4.
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Wooah ... I look handsome!!!
I will shave daily and grow a thin 

moustache to look more handsome,
after all I’m a bachelor doctor

My smile ...  Atrractive ...hah..
I will always keep this smile

on my face to impress 
others...

_______________
____________

_______________________

_____________
____________

___________________
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1 & 2 are done for you.. Now it is your turn to fill the missing thoughts in the 3rd and 4th 
cloud.
 
clues:-
 3rd cloud – decision about  his marriage
 4th cloud – wishes to marry a rich, fat, young lady doctor.

It is time for another activity.....

Write a paragraph about the important and earthshaking decisions the doctor made, while l
looking  at the mirror.
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